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The Transition from the - to -State Due to Thermal
Fluctuation for High- Superconductors as
an Evidence from the Microwave
Penetration-Depth Measurement
Li Jui Chen and Juh Tzeng Lue
Abstract— A temperature dependence of the penetration
depth (T ) measurement for the high-Tc superconductors
YBa2Cu3O7  and Tl2Ba2CaCu2O7 thin films elucidates a T 2
dependence at low temperatures and an exponential dependence
at high temperatures. The transition temperature for the shift
from T 2 to exponential dependence decreases as the duration
for the samples exposed to air increases. An impurity scattered
mechanism to fluctuate a pure d-wave to the s-wave by thermal
fluctuaion is proposed for the pairing states of these high-Tc
superconducting films.
I. INTRODUCTION
ONE OF THE important issue in high- superconduc-tivity is the controversy about the order parameters in
superconductors. In order to determine the superconducting
pairing states, the radio frequency (RF) properties detected by
the temperature dependence of microwave surface-impedance
measurements are used to illustrate the surface resistance
and the change of magnetic penetration depth . Con-
ceptually, the classical Drude model is used to interpret
the frequency dependence on the complex conductivity and
scattering mechanism for conduction electrons in metals. Al-
though a number of theoretical investigations have proposed
that -wave symmetry of the pairing state occurs in high-
superconductors [1], [2], there is currently no undeniable
consensus on this concern [3]. A second intriguing possibility
is the proposal of the and mixed waves [4]–[7].
In conventional Bardeen–Kooper–Schriefer (BCS) frame-
works, the wavefunction of the superconducting electrons
is isotropic as the so-called -wave pairing. If the pairing
electrons are the ideal -wave, the energy gap will have
the same value for all momentum directions on the Fermi
surface. However, if the electron pairs have the form of -
wave pairing called , the shape of both energy gaps
in space and wavefunction in real space exhibits a four-
leaf shape and the gap function can be described by
. By the special gap function there are
zeros, namely “nodes,” at some momentum values by which
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less energy is needed to excite the superconducting electrons.
For probing the symmetry of the high- superconducting
states, a large variety of experiments were designed, which
are characterized into three categories by: 1) spectroscopy;
2) magnetization (or transport phenomena); and 3) Josephson
tunneling measurements. The first two methods are intend to
measure the excitation of superconducting electrons, the last
one is to investigate the shape of wavefunction.
In the aspect of microwave absorption measurement, fol-
lowing the delicate split-ring resonator experiments done by
Hardy’s group [8], [9], the high- superconductors behave
nearly and evidently as a -wave. However, recent studies
[4] focusing on nonperfect single crystals show that the
effect of impurities has the implication of exciting the -
wave. As this is a fuller perspective from manipulating the
magnetic-field penetration depth based on Ginsberg–Landau
theory and Gorkov’s equations, an infinitesimal concentration
of impurities can excite an amount of the -wave density of
states at the Fermi surface even for a -wave superconductor.
The theory proposed by Ichioka et al. [10] suggests that the -
wave (or -wave) component of the order parameter can be
induced around a vortex in -wave superconductors with
four-lobe clovers. Josephson tunneling experiments seem to
provide the similar results for highly twinned crystals or on the
film surfaces [7], [11]. A model composing a small admixture
of the -component to the -wave without increasing the
number of nodes, but merely displacing the node away from
the original 45 angular position is also proposed [12]. Recent
important works by Jacobs’ group [13]–[15] suggest that the
temperature-dependent and can be explained
by a weakly coupled -order paramater in the form
of and they can satisfactorily fit
the data by the modified energy gap or
larger temperature range with respect to the crossover from
- to -behavior. There seems no incontrovertible evidence
to determine the symmetry of the order parameter without
ambiguity.
To explore this fact, various experimental techniques are
designed such as field exclusion and the split-ring resonator
method [8], [9] for single crystals, cavity wall replacement, the
transmission method, parallel-plane resonator method, confo-
cal cavity method, microstrip-resonator method, and dielectric-
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resonator method [16]–[18] for thin films. Among these meth-
ods, the dielectric-resonator method has the advantage of
simplicity and accuracy. If the loss of the dielectric is small,
this method, in principle, gives a very direct measurement of
the surface impedance of unpatterned films. It is unsuitable for
measurement of absolute penetration depth by a conventional
dielectric resonator [19], while only the might be
extracted if thermal expansion and other background effects
are taken into account. We will present details of calculations
and experiments in this paper.
In this paper, we attempt to probe the pairing symmetry
by measuring of high- YBa Cu O (YBCO) and
Tl Ba CaCu O (Tl-2212) thin films. This experiment clearly
reveals that follows the -wave symmetry at low-
temperature regions and becomes more prominent to be fitted
by the BCS symmetry at high temperatures near the critical
temperature . It seems plausible that the pairing state is
fluctuated from a pure -wave to mixed - and -waves, and
then a pure -wave as temperature increases. For samples
stored in air, the transition temperatures from - to -waves
decreases as the stored time increases, implying that the
-states are more easily excited from the -states as the
impurity phase increase for these high- superconductors.
II. ELECTRODYNAMICS OF SURFACE RESISTANCE
In the case of local limit, where the superconducting co-
herence length is much smaller than the London penetration
depth , i.e., , the surface impedance can be expressed
by , where is the surface reactance. The
complex surface impedance is written as
(1)
where is a complex conductivity, which is written as [16]
(2)
In the superconducting state, the real and imaginary parts of
at the microwave frequency are derived as
(3)
where and are related by , which is
manipulated by the scattering of normal electrons.
By using a cavity perturbation technique, the deviation of
the penetration depth from its low-temperature value
, defined as , is measured. For
an -wave (BCS) pairing states excited by finite energy, the
calculated by Mattis–Bardeen (MB) [20], [21] is given
by
(4)
where is the energy gap at 0 K, which is equal to
, as derived by Mu¨hlschlegel [22]. The MB equation is
appropriate for most pure elemental and A15 superconductors.
Fig. 1. Schematic structure of the dielectric resonator composed of HTSC
films and dielectric material (sapphire). The TE011 field pattern is also
plotted.
However, in an MB fitting of for high-temperature
superconductors (HTSC’s), might span a range from 0.4 to
3 and does not reveal any definite value in some experiments
[23]–[25]. Another possible mechanism is the Gorter–Casimir
(GC) relation [26], derived from the two-fluid model as given
by
(5)
However, the GC relation is closely related to the BCS theory
[21], [27]. If there are line nodes on the Fermi surface,
is calculated to be proportional to [28], in which
for the simplest form of a gap with the -wave. An
impurity or defect scattering can change the dependence to
[29]–[31]. In general, powers of , , , and are
possible depending on the type of nodes and the orientation
of the applied fields with respect to the crystal axis [28], [31].
The studies of the temperature dependence of have
been performed by many researchers with two main themes.
One is, what is the lowest limit of the surface impedance
at zero temperature for high- superconductors? To solve
this problem, a criterion for the -wave limit connecting the
superconducting pairing states is proposed by Lee [32], [33].
The second point is the temperature-dependent behavior of
. From the BCS theory, the for either isotropic
or anisotropic gap superconductors yields an
relation [21], since the density of the excited quasi-particles
roughly depends on temperatures exponentially. For the -
wave superconductors, the temperature dependence of
is generally recognized to be linear at low temperatures [34].
Furthermore, Hardy et al. show that nonmonotonic decrease
of with temperature can be observed in the clean limit.
III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
A dielectric microwave resonator consisting of a small
sapphire rod sandwiched by two high- superconducting
films is used for the surface-impedance measurement, as
shown in Fig. 1. The cavity is preferentially excited by the
fundamental mode by which the electromagnetic (EM)
fields are mostly confined in the sapphire rod due to its
high dielectric constant, while with low-current loss on the
outside copper wall, resulting in a high -value. The input
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antenna is a current loop connected to an HP 8510 (some
data are performed by an HP8722D) network analyzer by a
coaxial transmission line and 2.4-mm connectors for detecting
the reflection parameter. The copper cavity is intimately
mounted on a cryogenic cooling stage, with the achieved
lowest temperature to be 17 K. As the temperature decreases,
the resonant frequency shifts toward a higher value of above
28.75 GHz, predominantly due to the reduction of penetration
depth of thin films and the copper wall.
IV. THEORETICAL CALCULATIONS
Resonant Frequency
The EM fields solved from Maxwell wave equations in a






where is the radius of the sapphire rod, is the inner radius
of the copper cavity, is the length of the sapphire rod
(8)
and , , are undetermined amplitude coefficients, is the
magnetic permeability of free space, and is the frequency.
The is the th-order Bessel function of the first kind,
and are the modified Bessel functions of th
order. and are wavenumbers along the -direction inside
and outside the rod, respectively, and is the propagation
constant in the -axis.
To expedite the experimental measurement, the dimension
of the dielectric resonator should be carefully designed. The
continuity equations on boundary at and imply
(9)
To obtain a nonzero solution for the coefficients , , , the
secular determinant must be zero or
(10)
the above equation yields the resonant frequency , and the
coefficients and , which are given by
(11)
Using similar approaches, the resonant frequency for higher
order modes can be calculated.
B. Surface Resistance
In this experiment, the surface resistance can be trans-
formed from the quality ( ) factor of the resonator, which is
defined as
(12)
where is the total energy of the cavity, including the field
energy stored inside and outside the rod, as denoted by
and . The power loss is composed of , , and
, representing, respectively, with the power dissipation of
superconducting films, copper wall, and dielectric rod. The
power loss expressed as is much smaller
than and since the loss tangent for
sapphire at 30 GHz.
The components of stored energies and power losses are
listed as follows:
(13)
To check the correct measurement of , we first
examine the by substituting oxygen-free copper plates
for HTSC films. The unloaded reveals the information of
by . The measured
can fit quite well with the conductivity of copper derived
from the anomalous skin-effect region, which is valid at high
frequency and low temperatures.
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C. Extraction of from
The change of penetration depth from the frequency
shift is derived in this paper. Slater [35] first formulated
the resonant-frequency shift of a cavity from the change of
the stored energy by
(14)
where is the perturbed frequency and is the unperturbed
value, is the change of volume, which is defined
to be positive for a contracted cavity. The volume change can
be replaced by the energy, which implies
(15)
where and are the change of magnetic and electric
energies due to the volume change , respectively. Presum-
ably, the size change of the copper cavity with temperatures
is small, also due to the weak field on the copper wall, and it
is plausible to use the perturbation theory to calculate (14).
Assuming the volume change of the sapphire rod with
temperatures is negligible, while those for the copper cavity
in the - and -directions are and , the change
of resonant frequency depends only on and . As the
temperature decreases below , we have
(16)
where and are the total length reductions along the
radial and azimuthal directions of the cavity, respectively. For
a magnetic-field coupled cavity mode, and
at wall and plates are
(17)
Substituting (16) into (14), we obtain
(18)
The coefficient of thermal expansion is conceptually
relative to the phonon energy dispersion [36] and can be
estimated to yield
for pure copper (19)
After obtaining the desired and , we can readily
calculate by using (18) and (19).
V. RESULTS AND CONCLUSION
We first transform the values of frequency shift into the
temperature dependence of the change of magnetic penetration
depth for Tl Ba CaCu O thin
films, as depicted in Fig. 2. The thickness of the supercon-
ducting film prepared by laser ablation on LaAlO substrates
is approximately 700 nm, thus, we can subsequently estimate
nm by the value of the highest point. Above 65
K, the penetration depth is too large to confine the EM waves
for a cavity; the values measured at this temperature cannot
correctly inform us of the true characteristics of the thin film.
Below 60 K, the measured data can be satisfactorily fitted by
the law. However, only the MB or GC equations can yield
better agreement above 60 K. The inserted magnetization curve
showing a slow change of shoulder clearly addresses that the
films contain some defects or impurities. For comparison, the
samples stored in a dry box for two months were measured,
as shown in the same plot, by which we observed that the
transition temperature from - to -wave is lowered down from
60 to 32 K. This suggests that the superconducting films with
impurity phases are much instable to be readily fluctuated from
their original - to -states. The muon–spin–depolarization
measurement of the magnetic-field penetration depth of super-
conducting GdBa Cu O performed by Cooke et al. [37], [38],
as depicted in Fig. 2, indicates that for pure phase samples, the
plot is well described by BCS theory.
Another plot for a YBCO film with an onset critical
temperature near 90 K (see Fig. 3) also shows the same trends,
but yields a transition temperature near 36 K. In Fig. 3, the
treatment of the sample is arranged: 1) by being stored in a
dry box for one month; 2) after being stored in a dry box,
we exposed them in air with a relative humidity of 70% for
12 h; and 3) by being exposed to air for 52 h. The critical
temperature degrades as the duration of the films exposed
in air increases. In this measurement, we first observed that
the temperature dependence on is different from those
measured for high-quality YBCO single crystals [8], [9].
A close scrutiny of these experiments exhibits the extrinsic
effects on the pairing states. Fig. 3 clearly indicates that
increasing the amounts of impurities or defects, the for
the -wave pairing states can be fluctuated from to . The
crossover temperatures which separate the ( -wave) and
MB ( -wave) fittings increase with the same trend as the result
for the T1-2212 sample. At higher temperatures, the thermal
fluctuation will violate the pure -state to become the mixed
and -wave, and then to the -wave as the temperature
increases further.
Compared to previous studies [8], [9], [29], we conclude
that for a high-quality high- single crystal, the temperature
dependence on is linear from 3 to 25 K. For a
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Fig. 2. The measured (T ) and theoretical fitting for the Tl-2212 superconducting film. The inset is the SQUID data.
Fig. 3. The (T ) of the YBCO thin film of various storing conditions. The transition temperatures from d- to s-states decrease as the sample
stored in air is longer.
perfect thin film or common-quality crystal, this temperature
dependence will follow . Presumably, for films containing
impurity phases or defects, is proportional to in the
low-temperature region, and then exhibit exponential tendency
at high temperatures. The MB and GC fittings exhibit the same
trend in the high-temperature region. However, there is no
way to fit the data by the MB equation at low temperature,
irrespective to whatever adjusting of the gap parameter in
(4). Our results are debatable with those of Klein et al. [23],
[24].
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Our results are compared to the works of Jacobs et al.
[13]–[15]. In order to understand the deviations from the
clean-limit calculation, they suggest that three effects can be
taken into consideration. These are: 1) the strong coupling
to incorporate larger gaps; 2) the temperature dependent in-
elastic scattering; and 3) the fluctuation effect. In our fittings,
however, the use of a larger modified gap function does not
exhibit better agreements, showing that the strong-coupled
-wave model is not profitable to explain our data, and
we recommend that the fluctuations be dominant. Also, as
seen in the calculations of Xu et al. [5], [6] [considering
both the Born limit (weak scattering) as well as the unitary
limit (strong scattering case)], an -wave can be regenerated
from a pure -wave in bulky superconductors. Accompanied
with -wave components, both states are weakened by the
impurity scattering. This experimental work demonstrate a fact
that the generating temperature and the magnitude of -wave
pairing states are not accompanied with the same strategy. It
needs further investigation by other experimental methods for
observing the four-folded symmetric structure of a -
wave vortex. However, one recent – – (hopping, repulsive
on-site, and attractive at distance) [39] Hubbard calculation,
leading to the result that the binding energy for the -pairing
state is lower than that for the -state, strongly provides a
correct prospect to this presumption.
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